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Integration of temporally separated visual inputs is crucial for perception of a unified representation. Here,
we show that regions involved in configural processing of faces contribute to temporal integration occurring
within a limited time-window using a multivariate analysis (partial least squares, PLS) exploring the relation
between brain activity and recognition performance. During fMRI, top and bottom parts of a famous face
were presented sequentially with a varying interval (0, 200, or 800 ms) or were misaligned. The 800 ms con-
dition activated several regions implicated in face processing, attention and working memory, relative to the
other conditions, suggesting more active maintenance of individual face parts. Analysis of brain-behavior cor-
relations showed that better identification in the 0 and 200 conditions was associated with increased activity
in areas considered to be part of a configural face processing network, including right fusiform, middle occip-
ital, bilateral superior temporal areas, anterior/middle cingulate and frontal cortices. In contrast, successful
recognition in the 800 and misaligned conditions, which involve analytic and strategic processing, was neg-
atively associated with activation in these regions. Thus, configural processing may involve rapid temporal
integration of facial features and their relations. Our finding that regions concerned with configural and an-
alytic processes in the service of face identification opposed each other may explain why it is difficult to apply
the two processes concurrently.

© 2012 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.
Introduction

The visual world surrounding us is replete with complex stimuli
that cannot be apprehended instantaneously. Perception of a unified
representation, therefore, depends crucially on temporal integration
of correlated information both across views and within a view. De-
spite growing interest in understanding the interaction between tem-
poral structure (synchronized changes in visual information) and
spatial vision (e.g., see reviews by Melcher and Colby, 2008 and
Blake and Lee, 2005), the neural and anatomical correlates of tempo-
ral integration are largely unknown. Moreover, the temporal integra-
tion processes involved in perceiving complex stimuli are yet to be
determined. In face processing, for example, most research has fo-
cused on how facial features are spatially combined to form a unified
representation and only a small number of studies have examined
temporal aspects of integration (e.g., Anaki and Moscovitch, 2007;
Anaki et al., 2007; Singer and Sheinberg, 2006). While a few studies
examined perceptual awareness of an occluded face (Hulme and
Zeki, 2007; Yi et al., 2008) or flashed face (Keysers et al., 2005), the
focus of those studies was to measure consciousness in the absence
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of stimulus perception. Other studies examined the time course of
whole-face recognition processes (Barbeau et al., 2008) or discrimi-
nation of face parts or spacing among them (Pitcher et al., 2007).
Though related to some of the issues addressed in those studies, the
present study differs from them in that we investigated neural corre-
lates of temporal integration of static face parts when they are sepa-
rated by varying time intervals that promote either configural or
analytic processing of faces (Anaki and Moscovitch, 2007; Anaki et
al., 2007). Although our study was concerned with temporal integra-
tion and faces, and in particular the distinction in this regard between
configural (holistic) and non-configural processes, our findings and
conclusions may not be specific to faces but may apply to other con-
figural and non-configural processing in other domains.

Face perception is thought to entail particularly well-adapted per-
ceptual processes, commonly referred to as holistic (Tanaka and
Farah, 1993) or configural, which involve fine integration of facial fea-
tures into a unitary representation. A typical marker of these process-
es is enhanced recognition of upright faces as compared to inverted
faces (the face inversion effect, Maurer et al., 2002; Yin, 1969) or to
misaligned faces whose top and bottom parts are spatially offset but
shown simultaneously (Young et al., 1987). This impediment in pro-
cessing misaligned or inverted faces is attributed to the difficulty in
extracting holistic or configural information from them (Jacques and
Rossion, 2010). Recently, we have shown that face parts, separated
by blank intervals up to 400 ms, can be integrated and processed
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configurally, yielding inversion effects comparable in magnitude to
those of faces presented as a whole (Anaki et al., 2007). Beyond that
interval, analytic or part-based processing appears to prevail, indicat-
ed by a marked reduction in the behavioral face-inversion effect. Pre-
sentation of a random pattern mask during the interval between the
two face parts disrupted integration in the 200 ms interval condition,
resulting in decreased recognition; the mask had no effect either on
integration or perception of the separate parts in the 800 ms condi-
tion (Anaki and Moscovitch, 2007). These findings, along with others
(see Anaki and Moscovitch, 2007), indicate that integration is
achieved through a short-lasting, limited capacity buffer which tem-
porarily maintains the visual input while integration occurs, and al-
lows configural processing. We speculated that facial temporal
integration would likely occur within iconic memory during informa-
tion persistence (Coltheart, 1980) which lasts 150–300 ms after stim-
ulus offset (see discussion in Anaki et al., 2007). Although we tested
only faces, it is likely that similar processes occur in other domains
(Ruff et al., 2007; Saneyoshi et al., 2011), though the content on
which these processes operate, and hence some of the regions that
are implicated, may be specific to each domain.

To date, there are no studies on the neural and anatomical mani-
festations of temporal integration of separate facial parts leading to
face identification. Are temporally integrated faces handled by the
same regions that integrate spatial information into a configural rep-
resentation of faces? Prime candidates include “core” face-sensitive
areas, such as the fusiform gyrus. The fusiform face area (FFA), func-
tionally defined by contrasting response to faces vs. response to
other categories of objects (Kanwisher et al., 1997), is engaged in
face detection (Nestor et al., 2008; Rossion, 2008; Tong et al., 2000),
representation of generic faces (Loffler et al., 2005), and identification
of individual faces (Grill-Spector et al., 2004; reviewed in Kanwisher
and Yovel, 2006). Although the FFA is involved in holistic representa-
tion of faces (Andrews et al., 2010; Rossion et al., 2000; Schiltz and
Rossion, 2006), it is equally activated to facial features, both internal
and external (shape), and to their configuration (Liu et al., 2009;
Rotshtein et al., 2007; Yovel and Kanwisher, 2004; also see Andrews
et al., 2010; Axelrod and Yovel, 2010). Crucially, in Mukamel et al.
(2004) where a stimulus was successively flashed, striate and extra-
striate areas show persistent neural activity even after stimulus ter-
mination resulting in signal increases not proportional to a stimulus
presentation rate. This nonlinearity was stronger in higher visual
areas such as the FFA even for non-preferred stimuli (i.e., faces as
well as houses), and it might provide the short-term visual memory
buffer needed for the temporal integration to occur (Mukamel et al.,
2004).

Other distinct areas within the fusiform gyrus, in the vicinity of
the FFA but not encompassed by it, appear to be sensitive only to
changes in face configuration (Maurer et al., 2007; Ng et al., 2006;
Schiltz and Rossion, 2006; Schiltz et al., 2010). Furthermore, config-
ural face processing may involve a number of regions outside the
occipitotemporal cortex (Maurer et al., 2007; Ng et al., 2006;
Rotshtein et al., 2007). For example, Rotshtein et al. correlated dis-
crimination of configural change in the face (measured outside the
scanner) with blood-oxygen-level dependence (BOLD) responses
when the participant monitored such stimulus changes. They found
a positive correlation in several areas, such as the left middle cingu-
late gyrus, right insula, putamen and prefrontal regions, as well as
the right fusiform and bilateral inferior occipital gyri. Although the
anterior/middle cingulate cortex is not traditionally considered part
of the face network (Haxby et al., 2000a), significant activity in this
region was observed during configural face processing (Ng et al.,
2006) and face encoding and subsequent recognition (Haxby et al.,
1996). Prefrontal areas were also observed in configural processing
of faces as opposed to featural processing (Maurer et al., 2007). If a
temporally integrated face is represented in a configural manner,
we would expect to find a positive correlation between activity of
these regions and recognition performance in the short interval con-
ditions. Taken together, we would expect the FFA proper to respond
early in the short interval conditions providing a visual buffer facial
parts to be used in temporal integration, but additional regions to
contribute to configural representations of integrated faces.

Previous findings have shown that if face components were sepa-
rated by a long enough interval such that the first one was not inte-
grated with the second that arrived later in the visual buffer,
configural representation would suffer and performance would de-
pend on analytical processes based on individual face parts (Anaki
and Moscovitch, 2007). In such cases, investigators have speculated
that activity in configural processing regions may be detrimental to
identification by component parts (de Gelder and Rouw, 2000;
Macrae and Lewis, 2002; see Fig. 6 in Maurer et al., 2007), yet no-
one has provided neural evidence for the incompatibility of analytic
and configural processing of faces. If such incompatibility exists, acti-
vation in configural regions should be positively correlated with per-
formance on tests sensitive to configural processing but negatively
correlated with tests sensitive to analytic processing. The reverse
should hold for regions that support identification based on piece-
meal information derived separately from each of the component
parts. Such regions, however, are not as clearly delineated as those as-
sociated with configural processing; for example, Rotshtein et al.
(2007) found no regions showing brain-behavior correlations for fea-
tural changes.

To investigate the neural correlates of facial temporal integration,
we used an event-related fMRI design, in which we presented famous
faces whose top and bottom halves were separated by either 0, 200 or
800 ms inter-stimulus intervals (ISI 0, ISI 200, ISI 800, respectively)
and measured the participant's recognition of the faces (yes/no re-
sponses) as an index of temporal integration. Although whole faces
were not shown in any condition, the 0 ms condition had no blank
screen, so that the top and bottom halves were presented sequential-
ly, creating a whole-face percept. In a comparison condition, we used
a misaligned face (MIS) in which both parts were presented simulta-
neously. As noted, identification of such faces has been shown to be
based on analytic, rather than configural, processes. We chose to
use misaligned rather than inverted faces to maintain a common ori-
entation across our stimuli.

We first assessed the magnitude of BOLD signals in the FFA using a
univariate, region of interest (ROI) analysis. Then, we used a multi-
variate method, Partial Least Squares (PLS; McIntosh et al., 1996,
2004), to assess a functional network of distributed neural regions
whose activity co-varies with the stimulus conditions (task PLS) and
with recognition performance in each condition (behavior PLS). Be-
havior PLS was used to identify a set of regions that contributed di-
rectly, either positively or negatively, to recognition performance,
i.e., areas where activity was correlated with recognition (see
Materials and methods section for justification for using PLS).

In the univariate ROI analysis of task-related effects in the FFA, a
couple of potential results are possible. If FFA activity is related to
temporal integration then it should be more active in the 0 and
200 conditions (i.e., ISI 0, ISI 200>ISI 800, MIS). On the other
hand, it is possible that the FFA would show some increase of activ-
ity in the short interval conditions, but a larger increase in the long
intervals, compared to no interval or MIS conditions (i.e., ISI
800>ISI 200>ISI 0, MIS), simply because in the former case there
is a double pulse produced by the sequential presentation of the
two face halves. Activity might also be larger in the FFA during the
long interval condition (ISI 800) because this condition would in-
volve the greatest demand from maintenance of individual facial
parts that are clearly segregated.

We also considered it important to examine the activity in the
rest of the brain to see how that activity was related specifically to
recognition. To do so, we chose to use PLS analysis because we be-
lieved it to be the best tool for the purpose (see justification in
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Materials and methods section). In the whole brain analysis of task
effects, we would expect patterns of distributed activations in ISI
800 to differ from those of the other task conditions because of the
relatively long time interval between presentation of the first and
second face parts. Hence, if face parts are not temporally integrated,
but are treated as discrete representations over a delay, we should
see higher activation in a number of regions for the long interval
condition relative to the misaligned and short-interval conditions,
in which faces would be represented as a single percept (James et
al., 2009). In addition to some ventral visual processing areas, we
would expect regions associated with attention and WM mainte-
nance (Courtney et al., 1997; Haxby et al., 2000b) to be more acti-
vated in the long, than the short, interval condition.

In terms of brain-behavior correlations, we hypothesized that ac-
tivity in a distinct network of brain regions would be correlated
with recognition success for short vs. long interval and misaligned
conditions, reflecting the use of configural processing at the shorter
intervals and analytic processing in the latter two conditions. Specif-
ically, better face identification over a short interval (0 or 200 ms)
would include areas implicated in configural face processing, such
as regions in the right fusiform gyrus in the vicinity of FFA, and
other areas which have been reported in tasks of configural proces-
sing, such as the middle cingulate gyrus, right insula and prefrontal
regions (Maurer et al., 2007; Ng et al., 2006; Rotshtein et al., 2007).
Conversely, recognition in the 800 ms interval and misaligned condi-
tions would be negatively correlated with activity in these configural
regions.
Materials and methods

Participants

Fourteen healthy participants were scanned using fMRI (mean
age=25.6 years, SD=3.2, range=21–33, 5 males). One participant
did not come back for a post-scan behavioral test and another
participant's response in the scanner was not recorded, resulting
in 13 participants for task PLS analysis and 12 participants for
behavior PLS analysis (mean age of 12 participants=25.7, SD=
3.4, 5 males). All participants were right-handed and had normal
or corrected-to-normal vision with no history of visual, psychiatric
and neurological disorder. All participants provided written con-
sents and procedures were approved by the Baycrest Centre Re-
search Ethics Board.
+

+

l l l
500 ms 17 ms blank ISI

0, 200, or 800 ms

l l l
500 ms 17 ms

a) Experimental conditions

b) Misaligned condition

Fig. 1. Timeline of the events (one trial) shown for an experimental condition (ISI 0, ISI 200,
top and bottom parts of the face were presented with varying intervals (0, 200, or 800 ms
across trials such that a top part appeared first in some trials while a bottom part was displa
Following the second part, participants had to decide whether or not they recognized the f
Stimuli and tasks

The experimental stimuli consisted of 360 photographs of famous
figures from various fields (e.g., movie, politics, sports) that were
downloaded from the internet (see Anaki and Moscovitch, 2007).
All pictures were converted into a 256 gray-level scale and equated
for luminance. A full face (with top and bottom parts) subtended ap-
proximately 2.3°×2.9° in the scanner. Each face was divided into a
top part (the upper half of the face containing the eyes) and a bottom
part (the lower half of the face with the nose, mouth and the chin,
Fig. 1a). In the misaligned condition, both the top and bottom parts
were presented together but spatially misaligned (Fig. 1b). All stimuli
were shown upright. For face localizer runs, photographs of non-
famous faces, houses and watches were presented and each image
subtended 5.7°×6.8°.

Six runs of the experimental task and two runs of the face localizer
task (to identify the FFA) were conducted in the scanner. During a
trial of experimental runs, a fixation cross was displayed for 500 ms,
followed by the top (or bottom) part of the face for 17 ms, a blank
screen in black (lasting 0, 200, or 800 ms), and the bottom (or top)
part for 17 ms (ISI 0, ISI 200, ISI 800, respectively), based on the ex-
perimental paradigm of our prior studies (Anaki and Moscovitch,
2007; Anaki et al., 2007). In the misaligned condition (MIS), following
a 500 ms fixation cross, a misaligned face was presented for 17 ms
(Anaki et al., 2007). Hence, the exposure duration to top and bottom
face parts was constant at 17 ms in all conditions. After the presenta-
tion of the bottom part or a misaligned face, a black screen appeared
for a period of time that varied from 2666 ms in ISI 800 to 3483 ms in
MIS (i.e., a total duration of a trial was 4000 ms). During that time the
participants pressed a button with their right hand to every trial
whether or not they recognized the face (yes or no). We stressed
that it is not necessary that they know the name of the person but
only that they have some information about the person (e.g., profes-
sion) on which to base their decision. Trials were separated by fixa-
tion intervals that ranged from 0 to 4 s. Each run was preceded by
an instruction screen for 20 s and ended with another 20 s fixation in-
terval (a total duration was 400 s). In each run, there were 60 trials
including 12 null events (with a fixation cross only) and 12 trials of
each condition. The presentation of the four conditions was random-
ized within a run.

Localizer runs, which used a block design, were interleaved be-
tween the third and the fourth experimental runs: that is, three ex-
perimental runs, then two localizer runs, followed by three
experimental runs. Each stimulus category (faces, houses, watches)
l l17 ms blank
4200 ms

l l

ISI 800) and a misaligned comparison condition (MIS). (a) During an experimental trial,
) between the parts. Presentation order of the top and bottom parts was randomized
yed first in other trials. (b) In a comparison condition, a misaligned face was displayed.
ace.

image of Fig.�1
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was presented three times in each run (a total of 96 images per cate-
gory) and each image block showed 15 images (4–5 repeated images
per block). Participants performed a one-back task in which they had
to press a button if an image was identical to the previous one. Fixa-
tion blocks (16 s) were alternated with stimulus blocks (30 s) and
each localizer run lasted for 438 s.

A post-scan test was conducted approximately 24 h after the scan.
Participants performed a recognition test of the famous faces that
they viewed during fMRI. During the test, each face in its intact
form was displayed for an unlimited time and the participant provid-
ed identifying information about the face (e.g., name, profession).
Any trials with faces unknown to the participant were excluded
from PLS analysis of the data. The final number of trials per run that
was entered into PLS analysis was approximately equal across condi-
tions: ISI0 [M=9.8, SD=1.4], ISI200 [M=9.5, SD=1.7], ISI800
[M=9.8, SD=1.3], and MIS [M=9.7, SD=1.6].

fMRI data acquisition

Data were acquired with a Siemens 3 T Tim Trio magnet with a
12-channel head coil at the Rotman Research Institute, Baycrest
Centre, Toronto, Ontario. Functional images were collected in the
axial oblique plane using a series of T2* weighted gradient echo
(EPI) scans (TE=30 ms; TR=2 s; flip angle 70°; FOV=200 mm;
resolution=3.125×3.125×5 mm; zero gap; 30 slices covering the
entire cerebral cortex; interleaved acquisition). Anatomical images
were obtained before the fMRI to co-register the functional images
with brain anatomy (T1 weighted; TE=2.63 ms; TR=2 s; FOV=
256 mm; 1 mm isotropic voxels; 160 slices). Physiological respira-
tory and cardiac waveforms were recorded to remove these noise
sources from fMRI time-series data.

Stimuli were presented using E-Prime software version 1.2 (Psy-
chology Software Tools). Images were back-projected onto a screen
(subtending 14.8°×12.1° at a viewing distance of 132 cm) behind
the scanner and shown to the participant using a mirror mounted
on the head coil.

fMRI data analysis

Data preprocessing
Data preprocessing was carried out using AFNI (Analysis of Func-

tional Neuroimages; Cox, 1996). The first 10 scans in each run, during
which participants saw the experimental instructions on the screen
and then maintained fixation, were excluded to allow for brain mag-
netization to reach a steady state. Further preprocessing of functional
scans involved physiological noise correction, slice timing correction
and 3D motion correction (using a 3D Fourier transform interpola-
tion). Any individual run, in which the peak range of the participant's
head motion exceeded 1.5 mm, was discarded. All functional scans
were resampled to 2 mm isotropic voxel resolution, converted into
MNI space (the Montreal Neurological Institute 152 template) and
smoothed with a 6 mm Gaussian filter.

Region of interest (ROI) analysis
We used the general linear model (GLM) in AFNI to assess activity

of functionally defined regions in each individual participant. The im-
ages were de-trended by means of 3dDeconvolve using a linear fit-
ting. The shape of the hemodynamic response functions (HRFs) for
block localizer scans was modeled as a gamma function convolved
with a boxcar function of width equal to the duration of the block,
and for event-related experimental scans, a tent function time locked
on target onset for the duration of 7 TRs. The resultant ß-coefficients
represent activity from baseline (a constant mean level of signal). Sta-
tistical maps were converted into MNI space (the Montreal Neurolog-
ical Institute 152 template) and smoothed with a Gaussian filter with
a full-width half-maximum value of 4 mm. This relatively small
spatial filter was used to facilitate the localization of the FFA, which
had a relatively small volume in each participant.

From localizer activation, face-preferring ROIs were functionally
defined in each participant by identifying the voxels that showed
greater responses to faces, compared to houses or objects, in the
lateral/middle fusiform gyrus (Kanwisher et al., 1997), the inferior
or middle occipital gyrus (Gauthier et al., 2000) and the superior tem-
poral sulcus, with pb0.005 (uncorrected). As only FFA was identifi-
able for the majority of participants (right: 13/14, left: 11/14),
signals in bilateral FFA are reported in the results (also see Axelrod
and Yovel, 2010 regarding reliability of FFA signal compared to other
core face areas). The BOLD signal was extracted for each experimental
condition from all trials (regardless of known or unknown faces in a
post-scan test) and also from trials of known faces only (recognized
on a post-scan test).

PLS analysis
In addition to assessing brain-behavior correlations by identifying

ROIs using a univariate analysis and then individually correlating
each ROI's activity with behavioral performance, we decided also to
use PLS. We believe that PLS has an advantage over univariate
methods because it examines activity across all regions of the brain
and relates them to behavior scores simultaneously in a single step.
Moreover, this focus on measuring brain-behavior correlations is
adequate for the present study because brain-behavior correlations
are less perturbed than activation measures by the effect of different
stimulus presentation rates (e.g., Mukamel et al., 2004), or sustained
and anticipatory activity during a delay between two face parts (e.g.,
Courtney et al., 1997; Haxby et al., 2000b; Olsen et al., 2009).

Thus, the analysis of experimental runs was performed using PLS
(for a detailed tutorial and review of PLS, see Krishnan et al., 2011).
PLS examines the coordinated activity of brain regions showing sim-
ilar activity patterns rather than the independent activity of a single
brain region. Briefly, PLS identifies a set of latent variables (LVs)
that account for maximum covariance between brain activity (X ma-
trix) and the experimental conditions or behavioral measurements (Y
matrix). The major difference between task and behavior PLS resides
in the Y matrix: in task PLS, Y is a matrix coding for experimental task
conditions (category membership), and in behavior PLS, Y stores be-
havioral measures (in our case, proportion of recognized responses).
PLS performs a singular value decomposition (SVD) on the cross-
product of X and Y (i.e., on a single matrix containing all participants'
data) and decomposes the data into orthogonal dimensions. Resem-
bling principal component analysis, PLS thus enables one to differen-
tiate the contribution of different regions associated with task or
performance differences.

In task PLS, the X and Y matrices are centered by subtracting the
grand mean of the matrix (either X or Y) from each value in that ma-
trix. The X and Y matrices are then normalized so that the sum of the
squared values for each column is equal to one (i.e., transformed into
Z-scores). Normalization ensures that the variable scales are compa-
rable. The cross-product of the centered, normalized X and Y matrices
is then computed. This results in a correlation matrix, denoted M. The
SVD is then run on the Mmatrix. Note that for task PLS, the Ymatrix is
a matrix of dummy codes indicating task/group membership. This ef-
fectively gives the correlation between task/group membership and
brain activity. For behavior PLS, X and Y are again mean-centered
and normalized. Behavior PLS then proceeds in a similar way as task
PLS: given the relationship between behavior and brain activity, corre-
lations are first computed between activity and behavior across sub-
jects, for each condition on a voxel-wise basis, and the condition-wise
matrices are stacked on top of the other to build the combined matrix
of correlations; then this correlation matrix is subjected to SVD. The
SVD results in a set of LVs each of which has (a) a singular value that
indicates the amount of covariance accounted for by the LV, (b) a vector
showing condition-dependent differences in the brain-behavior
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correlation and (c) a brain image that shows the voxels that express the
pattern of brain-behavior correlations seen across conditions (Bookstein,
1994). For each condition in each LV, we calculate summarymeasures of
how strongly each participant expresses the particular pattern of activity
seen on the LV. These measures, called brain scores, are calculated by
multiplying brain activity in each voxel by the voxel's weight (salience)
on the LV's pattern and summing across all voxels. Brain scores can be
positive or negative depending on the voxels' relation with the pattern
of task differences identified by the LV.

SVD identifies independent (uncorrelated) LVs that account for
covariance among brain activity and behavior measures. The first LV
always accounts for the largest amount of covariance (i.e., has the
largest singular value), with subsequent LVs accounting for progres-
sively smaller amounts. Permutation tests assess the significance of
each LV by determining the probability that a singular value from per-
muted data (resampled 700 times) is larger than the obtained value
(McIntosh et al., 1996). Bootstrap resampling (100 bootstraps) is
used to estimate standard errors of the salience for each voxel to as-
sess the robustness of each voxel's contribution to a given pattern of
activity. Because extraction of the LVs and corresponding brain im-
ages is done in a single analytic step, no correction for multiple com-
parisons is required.

PLS was carried out on activity across 7 TRs from the onset of the
first face part. Activity at each time point was normalized to activity at
0 time point. Voxels with a bootstrap ratio or BSR (salience/standard
error) >3.0 were considered to be reliable, approximating pb0.005
(Sampson et al., 1989). Clusters of active voxels were based on local
maxima of BSR >3.0, contiguous clusters of ≥100 voxels, a minimum
distance between peaks of 1 cm, and were taken from the peak BSR
between TR1 to TR4 (BOLD signal tended to decline following TR 4).
Anatomical labels in tables were assigned according to the Eickhoff
Anatomy Toolbox (Eickhoff et al., 2005). The bootstrap also calculated
confidence intervals (CIs) for mean brain scores from the task-PLS
and for each correlation between recognition and brain scores from
the behavior-PLS. The 95% CI was used in the current study. Differ-
ences in brain score or correlations between conditions were deter-
mined by a lack of overlap in these CIs.

Results

Behavioral performance

In the post-scan test, participants recognized 80.8% of the famous
faces used as stimuli (s.d.=10.8). Fig. 2 shows participants' recogni-
tion performance in the scanner for these known faces, i.e., the pro-
portion of the total number of faces per condition recognized in the
post-scan test that received a “yes” response during scanning. Behav-
ioral performance was assessed using repeated-measures ANOVA
comparing the proportion of recognition responses across the four
Fig. 2. Proportion of “recognize” responses in the scanner for the faces that were
known to each participants. Performance in ISI 0 and ISI 200 was significantly better
than that of ISI 800 or MIS. Error bars indicate ±1 standard error corrected for repeated
measures.
conditions. The effect of condition was significant [F(3,33)=10.86,
pb0.001, ηp=0.50, two-tailed]. Pairwise comparisons with Bonfer-
roni corrections found a marginal difference between ISI 0 and ISI
800 [mean difference or MD=0.13, p=0.074] and a significant dif-
ference between ISI 0 vs. MIS [MD=0.16, p=0.009], ISI 200 vs. ISI
800 [MD=0.11, pb0.001] and ISI 200 vs. MIS [MD=0.14, p=0.006]
(all tests were two-tailed). Replicating the results of previous studies
(Anaki and Moscovitch, 2007; Anaki et al., 2007), the behavioral data
from the scanner indicate that recognition of faces whose parts were
separated by a 200 ms interval was as good as that of facial parts
shown with no interval [MD=0.02, p=1.0]. As expected, recognition
accuracy was lower in ISI 800 compared to performance in ISI 0 and
ISI 200, but similar to that of misaligned faces.

fMRI

We begin with results from the region of interest (ROI) GLM anal-
ysis followed by the PLS analyses.

GLM results: regional activity

Average MNI coordinates of FFA across participants were as fol-
lows (peak voxel location, average±1SD): right FFA [41±4, −54±
10, −20±3] and left FFA [−39±4, −52±8, −19±4]. Fig. 3 pro-
vides time course plots of right and left FFA for trials of known faces
Fig. 3. Time courses of the BOLD signal change for the bilateral FFA (known face trials
only based on a post-scan test). Displayed are average time courses for each of the four
experimental conditions. The FFA was individually localized in each participant from
localizer scans. In right FFA, signals rose earlier in ISI 200 than the other conditions
(TR 2) but the peak activity (TR 3 and 4) did not differ across task conditions. The
left FFA showed a marginal effect of task (higher peak response in ISI 800; also see
supplementary material). Error bars ±1 s.e. (corrected for repeated measures).
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Fig. 4. Results of the task PLS analysis contrasting four experimental conditions. The
pattern identified by LV 1 separated ISI 800 from the rest of conditions. The graph
shows the mean-centered brain scores (error bar=95% CIs from bootstrapping).
Regions colored in red and yellow showed higher activity to ISI 800, whereas the
blue area showed higher activity to ISI 200 and MIS. Regions were averaged from TR
2 to TR 4 (no reliable cluster was found in TR 1). All maxima have BSR≥3.0 and cluster
size ≥100 voxels (800 mm3). Top left corner slice z=−20, slice space=8 mm.

2 We have reviewed 19 studies to obtain an average and range of FFA coordinates across
the studies. Average of right FFA [43±4, −54±6, −18±6], range x=32 to 49, y=−64
to −43, z=−28 to −6. Average of left FFA [−41±5, −58±8, −16±7], range x=−53
to−34, y=−73 to−45, z=−27 to−5. In our study, fusiformclusters in both Table1 (task
PLS) and 2 (behavior PLS) are medial to any of the FFAs previously reported. All coordinates
are converted to MNI. The studies include Andrews et al. (2010), Andrews and Ewbank
(2004), Epstein et al. (2003), Fairhall and Ishai (2007), Gauthier et al. (2000), Grill-Spector
et al. (2004), Haist et al. (2010), Hoffman and Haxby (2000), Horner and Andrews (2009),
Kanwisher et al. (1997), Large et al. (2008), Li et al. (2010), Liu et al. (2009), Nestor et al.
(2011), Rhodes et al. (2009), Rotshtein et al. (2005), Schiltz et al. (2010), Spiridon et al.
(2006), and Yi et al. (2006).
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as determined by a post-scan test. The Supplementary figure depicts
bilateral FFA responses of all trials (regardless of post-scan test re-
sults). For the ANOVAs, BOLD signals were taken from TR 2, 3 and 4
and a one-way repeated-measures ANOVA compared the experimen-
tal task conditions (ISI 0, ISI 200, ISI 800, MIS) in each of these TRs. In
case of violation of homogeneity of variance, the Greenhouse–Geisser
estimates were used. Given a significant effect of task conditions, cor-
relation between BOLD signals and recognition performance (propor-
tion of recognized faces) was additionally examined.

In right FFA (with known trials), a one-way repeated-measures
ANOVA found a significant task effect in TR 2, [F(3,33)=3.66,
p=0.02, ηp2=0.25]. Pairwise comparisons with Bonferroni correc-
tions revealed higher signal levels in ISI 200 compared to ISI 800
[pb0.05]. However, the correlation between the BOLD response at
ISI 200 and recognition of known faces was negative [r=−0.66,
p=0.03]. No significant difference was found in TR 3 and 4 (with
known trials and with all trials). Intriguingly, the increased signal of
ISI 200 in TR 2 was no longer observed when all known and unknown
faces were included [F(3,36)=1.47, p=0.24, ηp2=0.11] (also see
Supplementary figure).

The left FFA showed a different pattern of results. A one-way
repeated-measures ANOVA (with known trials) found a marginal
task effect in TR 3, [F(3,27)=2.47, p=0.08, ηp2=0.22] reflecting
greater responses in ISI 800. However, correlation between ISI 800 ac-
tivity and recognition performance was not significant [r=0.28,
p=0.47]. No significant difference was found in TR 2 and 4. The mar-
ginal effect in ISI 800 reached significance in both TR 3 and 4 when all
trials were included (see Supplementary figure), TR 3 [F(3,30)=3.08,
p=0.04, ηp2=0.24] and TR 4 [F(3,30)=6.03, p=0.002, ηp2=0.38].
Pairwise comparisons with Bonferroni corrections also showed a sig-
nificant increase in ISI 800 compared to ISI 200 [p=0.02] and to MIS
[p=0.01] in TR 4. Even with all trials, correlations between ISI 800
signals and recognition of known faces were not significant, TR 3
[r=0.31, p=0.42] and TR 4 [r=0.28, p=0.47].

Additionally, the correlation between recognition performance
and FFA signal was examined with peak BOLD signals averaged be-
tween TR 3 and 4. No significant results were found: right FFA, ISI
0 [r=−0.41, p=0.21], ISI 200 [r=−0.13, p=0.71], ISI 800 [r=
0.12, p=0.72], MIS [r=0.29, p=0.39]; left FFA, ISI 0 [r=0.39, p=
0.30], ISI 200 [r=0.28, p=0.47], ISI 800 [r=0.35, p=0.36], MIS
[r=0.21, p=0.58].

These ROI results indicate that right FFA may be involved in tempo-
ral integration of known faces over a brief interval although it does not
support recognition. By contrast, left FFA showed greater responses to
ISI 800 irrespective of knowledge of the face. The peak activity of the
FFA alone was not significantly associated with recognition of known
faces in either the short or long interval conditions.

Task PLS results: whole brain activity co-varying with task conditions
The task PLS analysis examined whole brain activity changes

across the experimental task conditions. A single LV was significant
with pb0.001, accounting for 63.4% of the covariance. This LV identi-
fied a contrast between ISI 800 and ISI 0, ISI 200 and MIS (see Fig. 4)
that included a number of regions showing greater activation for ISI
800, but only left insula for the other conditions (see Table 1). The
clusters showing greater activity in ISI 800 were found in the occipital
cortex (left inferior, left superior occipital, bilateral middle occipital),
inferior temporal cortex (bilateral lingual, bilateral fusiform, right
parahippocampal, right inferior temporal), temporal cortex (right
middle temporal, left superior temporal), parietal cortex (left superi-
or parietal, right supramarginal), bilateral insula, anterior cingulate
and prefrontal cortex.

Increased activity for ISI 800 included diffuse areas in occipitotem-
poral cortex, overlappingwith the functionally defined FFA in both hemi-
spheres (see Fig. 4). However, the maxima of these clusters of activation
were eithermedial (right hemisphere) or lateral (left hemisphere) to the
average FFA coordinates, and outside the range of values for FFA as
reported in previous studies.2 The superior temporal sulcus (STS) was
found on the left only. The involvement of the parietal cortex points to
a role of attention (Ciaramelli et al., 2008). The inferior frontal areas
were found in pars opercularis as well as insula bilaterally (Table 1).
The right inferior frontal area and left insula approximate the posterior
mid-frontal/inferior frontal gyrus and left anterior insula, respectively,
which are implicated in face working memory (Courtney et al., 1997).
Medial regions such as the superior medial frontal gyrus and the caudal
part of the anterior cingulate have been shown in various types of
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Table 1
Brain areas where activity is modulated with experimental conditions (task PLS).

Region Hemi-
sphere

MNI coordinates BSR

x y z

Regions showing higher activity to ISI 800
Fusiform R 22 −46 −12 8.05

L −32 −46 −16 7.47
Inferior occipital L −44 −66 −4 7.05
Middle occipital R 32 −68 30 4.43

L −28 −86 24 6.33
L −34 −82 4 5.66

Superior occipital L −18 −74 32 6.52
Parahippocampal R 28 −32 −14 7.98
Lingual R 18 −82 −2 7.06

R 16 −52 2 5.27
L −12 −88 −10 5.21

Inferior temporal R 54 −54 −12 7.07
Middle temporal R 48 −70 14 5.66
Superior temporal (sulcus) L −48 −28 18 6.03
Superior parietal L −28 −60 44 6.12
Supramarginal R 56 −28 28 6.84
Anterior cingulate L −4 8 28 8.75
Insula R 48 6 2 9.80

L −34 24 8 9.41
Inferior frontal (p. Opercularis) R 32 4 34 6.37
(p. Opercularis) L −50 8 26 5.60
Superior medial frontal R 4 28 42 4.42
Precentral R 40 −4 44 6.59

L −34 −12 48 8.88
Thalamus L −14 −20 0 8.75
Cuneus R 20 −64 30 7.37

L −18 −64 22 5.84
Cerebellum R 18 −46 −44 7.80

Regions showing higher activity to ISI 200, MIS:
Insula L −42 −2 10 7.02

R = right; L = left; BSR = bootstrap ratio; voxels = number of voxels (one voxel
volume=8 mm3). All reported activations are from LV 1, ≥100 voxels (800 mm3)
and peak BSR between TR 2 and TR 4 (no reliable cluster was found in TR 1).
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workingmemory tasks (Petit et al., 1998). Thus, ISI 800 activated a num-
ber of areas to a greater extent than the other conditions, such as the
occipitotemporal cortex for visual face processing, the parietal lobes for
attention control and the frontal cortices for themaintenance of individ-
ual facial parts that were not integrated.

Behavior PLS results: whole brain correlations with recognition
performance

Task PLS delineated a network of regions showing differences in ac-
tivity across the conditions, mainly greater activity for the long interval
condition. Behavior PLS examined a different question, i.e., howwhole-
brain activation patterns correlated with recognition success. The be-
havior PLS analysis identified a single significant LV (p=0.023) that
accounted for 34.2% of the covariance in the data (Fig. 5). This LV iden-
tified a pattern of correlations that differentiated ISI 0 and ISI 200 from
ISI 800 and MIS. A set of regions was identified where activity and rec-
ognition performancewere positively correlated in ISI 0 and ISI 200, but
negatively correlated in the ISI 800 and MIS conditions. There were no
regions with the opposite pattern (i.e., positively correlated only with
identification at ISI 800 andMIS) that survived the cluster thresholding.
All of the correlations were reliably different from zero (based on the
95% confidence intervals seen in the top part of Fig. 5). In addition, the
correlations for ISI 0 and ISI 200 reliably differed from those seen in
ISI 800 and MIS.

As predicted, better recognition in ISI 0 and ISI 200 was associated
with increased activity in a number of areas (Table 2). By contrast, in-
creased activity in these areas resulted in poorer performance in ISI
800 and MIS. Areas supporting recognition in ISI 0 and ISI 200 were
found in the occipital cortex (right middle occipital, bilateral superior
occipital gyri), inferior temporal cortex (right medial fusiform and lin-
gual gyri) and bilateral superior temporal regions (Fig. 6). In addition,
other areas implicated were the cingulate cortex (bilateral middle, left
anterior), the right insula and the frontal cortex (see Table 2). Some of
these regions include proposed core and extended configural face pro-
cessing networks. In addition, the areas identified by the behavioral
PLS were largely non-overlapping with those found by the task PLS.
For example, the right fusiform cluster was medial to the right FFA
and posterior to the cluster found for ISI 800 in the task PLS. Also, the
cluster in left anterior cingulate gyrus in the behavioral analysis was an-
terior to the one found to be more active for ISI 800 in the task PLS
results. Finally, the frontal areas where activity was related to recogni-
tion performance were distinct from the task PLS results, and included
clusters in the right orbital (BA 10) and left middle frontal gyri (BA 9),
both of which have been implicated in face processing (Gobbini and
Haxby, 2007; Haxby et al., 1996). We will discuss each of the areas in
detail in the discussion section.

Discussion

Summary of results

To delineate the neural correlates involved in facial temporal inte-
gration, we used a ROI (GLM) analysis to examine activity in the
functionally-defined FFA from each participant, and also applied mul-
tivariate PLS analyses to assess whole brain activity. The ROI analysis
revealed that in the right FFA, signals rose earlier in ISI 200 than the
other conditions, but the peak activity did not significantly differ
across task conditions. In left FFA, the peak activity was higher in ISI
800 than any other task conditions, probably to maintain representa-
tions of individual facial parts that were separated by a long interval.
However, the neural responses in the functionally-defined right and
left FFA were not related to better recognition performance (and, in
fact, right FFA activity at TR2 was related to worse performance in
the ISI 200 condition) and did not reflect the distinction between con-
figural and part-based processing associated with the behavioral re-
sults for the different conditions. PLS analyses proved more
sensitive in that regard. In task PLS, neural activity patterns for ISI
800 were distinct from those in the other conditions (ISI 0, 200,
MIS), in which top and bottom parts were treated as a single percept.
Importantly, behavior PLS, unlike ROI analysis, differentiated the
short interval conditions, 0 and ISI 200, from ISI 800 and MIS, reflect-
ing the relation between temporal integration, configural processing
and recognition. Activations across regions that are part of a face net-
work were positively related to recognition performance in ISI 0 and
ISI 200 conditions which are associated with configural processing,
but negatively related in ISI 800 and MIS, which are associated with
part-based processing. With respect to FFA, areas active for ISI 800
in the task PLS overlapped with the FFA, but the maxima of activation
for these areas were elsewhere in the occipitotemporal cortex. In be-
havior PLS, the activated regions associated with temporal integration
at short ISIs were not in FFA proper, but adjacent to it. These findings
help identify the neurocognitive mechanisms needed for temporal in-
tegration of face parts into a configural representation that can sup-
port face recognition (Anaki and Moscovitch, 2007). We now
discuss these results in more detail.

Face representations in the FFA

The latency of the activity increase in right FFA for the face stimuli
as revealed by ROI analysis was significantly shorter in ISI 200, possi-
bly indicative of summation of neural activity in that region
(Mukamel et al., 2004). As the activation associated with this early
component was negatively correlated with recognition performance,
i.e., hinders recognition, it suggests that this activity was not condu-
cive to temporal integration underlying configural processing. At all
other latencies (TRs), the peak activity in right FFA did not significant-
ly differentiate task conditions, while that of left FFA was greater in ISI



Fig. 5. Results of the behavior PLS analysis. Opposite brain-behavior correlations revealed in ISI 0 and ISI 200 vs. ISI 800 and MIS. (a) The LV profile plot summarizes brain score and
behavior correlations across conditions (error bar=95% CIs from bootstrapping). (b–e) The scatter plots show correlations of brain score and recognition response in each
condition.
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800. The increased response in ISI 800 might be due to the double
pulse associated with presentation of two stimuli separated by a
long interval (Ogawa et al., 2000). This increase also may be related
to increased feedback from downstream regions implicated in atten-
tion (e.g., anticipation of the second face part; O'Craven et al., 1999),
visual imagery (Ishai et al., 2002) and/or working memory (to main-
tain the representations of individual facial parts; Vuilleumier et al.,
2001). The involvement of left FFA in ISI 800 hints at the functional
dissociation of right and left FFA, such that left FFA may be more sen-
sitive to part-based processing than the right. Overall, however, peak
activation in the FFA proper, which was within the range of coordi-
nates reported for other studies (see footnote 2), was not correlated
with recognition performance with the exception, which we noted,
of a negative correlation at ISI 200 in right FFA at TR2.

Behavior PLS identified a region in the right fusiform area that was
positively correlated with performance in the short-interval condi-
tions. This region, however, was not in the FFA as traditionally de-
fined by face localizers (see footnote 2), but in its vicinity,
consistent with previous fMRI findings comparing configural to ana-
lytic face processing (Harris and Aguirre, 2008; Liu et al., 2009;
Maurer et al., 2007; Ng et al., 2006). It has been argued that tradition-
al localizers based on stimulation from a collection of randomly
chosen faces would activate areas comprising broadly tuned face-
responsive neurons (Ng et al., 2006; Tong et al., 2000), such that the
FFA would be a face detector pertaining to information about both
face parts and face configuration. This interpretation is consistent
with recent reports that these regions do not respond as a function
of stimulus change as much as to task demands, which can draw on
both types of representations (Cohen Kadosh et al., 2009; Ganel et
al., 2005). Signals from the FFA would then be sent to the appropriate
network for specific aspects of face processing (Cohen Kadosh et al.,
2009; Kriegeskorte et al., 2007; Maurer et al., 2007; Rossion, 2008;
Steeves et al., 2006; Tong et al., 2000). Thus, temporal integration of
face parts draws on this initial information from FFA proper, but de-
pends on a further network of cortical areas, comprised of regions ad-
jacent to the FFA proper and of an extensive set of regions in the
temporal and frontal cortices.

Different processes underlying the short vs. long interval conditions

Task PLS results distinguished ISI 800 from the other conditions
presumably because the large temporal separation effectively
resulted in the presentation of two separable face-part events con-
taining information which had to be retained over the interval,
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Table 2
Brain areas where activity is correlated with recognition performance (behavior PLS).

Region Hemi-
sphere

MNI coordinates BSR

x y z

Regions associated with better performance in ISI0 and ISI200 and worse performance
in ISI800 and MIS

Fusiform R 28 −66 −6 6.61
Middle occipital R 40 −80 10 7.57
Superior occipital R 28 −70 26 6.98

L −14 −82 26 6.62
Parahippocampal R 28 −40 −4 5.95
Lingual R 14 −40 −2 5.99
Middle temporal L −58 −56 2 7.24
Superior temporal R 66 −12 8 5.82
(sulcus) L −40 −32 4 7.36
Anterior cingulate L −2 24 16 4.51
Middle cingulate R 8 −4 38 6.35

R 6 4 34 6.85
L −12 −34 42 6.47

Insula R 34 20 −14 6.53
Middle orbital frontal R 8 56 −8 4.81
Middle frontal L −26 48 4 5.43
Precentral R 20 −24 64 6.62
Postcentral L −26 −30 64 7.15
Supplementary motor area R 12 −20 60 7.49

R 10 −10 72 6.23
L −2 −6 58 5.88

Heschls L −32 −26 8 6.18
Cerebellum R 38 −82 −22 5.22

L −24 −32 −32 7.79

R = right; L = left; BSR = bootstrap ratio; voxels = number of voxels (one voxel
volume=8 mm3). All reported activations are from LV1, ≥100 voxels (800 mm3)
and peak BSR between TR 2 and TR 4 (no reliable cluster was found in TR 1).
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whereas in the other conditions, there is only one percept (ISI 0, and
MIS) or a temporally-integrated event across a brief interval (ISI 200)
(e.g., Saneyoshi et al., 2011). This segregation of two separated per-
cepts was associated with increased activity in a number of brain re-
gions during the ISI 800 condition, relative to the other conditions.
The involvement of the parietal regions for ISI 800 suggests that this
double-pulse may have been accompanied by a heightened state of
attention or anticipation of the second part (Corbetta and Shulman,
2002; Cabeza et al., 2008) or greater working memory load (Vilberg
and Rugg, 2008), which may also have led to increased activity in
other regions. In line with our fMRI results, viewing faces in piece-
meal fashion through an aperture activated a number of areas to a
greater extent than viewing a whole face for the same duration
Fig. 6. Brain regions showing the pattern of correlated activity with recognition performanc
200 and decreased in ISI 800 and MIS. Regions were averaged from TR 2 to TR 4 (no reliable
voxels (800 mm3). The coordinates indicate a location of the peak voxel (in MNI space). Pe
the patterns of correlations in each region identified by whole-brain PLS analysis.
(James et al., 2009), indicating that an active maintenance of informa-
tion would produce higher BOLD responses (also see Saneyoshi et al.,
2011). Similarly, during the delay period of a match-to-sample face
task, sustained activity was found in a number of brain areas
(reviewed in Haxby et al., 2000b) which corresponded to some of
the regions found for ISI 800 by task PLS: left insula, inferior frontal
and superior medial frontal gyri. Also, consistent with our interpreta-
tion, activity in posterior parietal regions, including the supramargi-
nal gyrus, has been reported during maintenance in working
memory of verbal and nonverbal information (Cohen et al., 1997;
Danckert and Ferber, 2006), including faces (Rämä et al., 2001). Con-
verging evidence, therefore, suggests that the ISI 800 condition, when
face parts were likely perceived as two sequential events (Anaki and
Moscovitch, 2007), produced sustained neural responses in the brain,
whereas the other conditions, in which the face parts were perceived
as a single event, elicited transient responses.

Areas showing greater activity in the long interval condition in-
cluded core face areas for visual face recognition, such as bilateral fu-
siform, left inferior occipital, bilateral middle occipital gyrus and left
STS, and extended areas including left anterior cingulate, right insula,
and right lateral inferior frontal and bilateral precentral gyri (Barbeau
et al., 2008; Gobbini and Haxby, 2007; Haxby et al., 1996; Leveroni et
al., 2000; Ramon et al., 2010). The clusters found in the fusiform and
inferior temporal gyrus overlapped with the FFA proper and were
consistent with the ROI results of more activity in the ISI 800 condi-
tion in the left FFA. Finding a right fusiform cluster for the long inter-
val condition is not surprising. In Orlov et al. (2010) which delineated
regions responding to human body parts in the occipitotemporal cor-
tex, the top and bottom parts of the face were represented in adjacent
but distinct clusters in the inferior occipital and fusiform gyri bilater-
ally, overlapping with the occipital face area (OFA) and the FFA. This
indicates that neural representations in the fusiform gyrus, including
the FFA, are heterogeneous (Betts and Wilson, 2009) in that different
populations of neurons represent different types of information.

While core and extended face regions were found for ISI 800,
greater activation of such areas in the long interval condition did
not lead to better face recognition. Instead, behavior PLS provided ev-
idence that a different set of regions distinguished the long (800) in-
terval and misaligned conditions from the 0 and short (200) interval
conditions. Significantly, we found opposite patterns of correlations
between the two different types of processes, such that activity was
positively correlated with recognition performance in regions associ-
ated with ISI 0 and 200, but negatively correlated in ISI 800 and MIS.
The results show that temporal integration of face parts over a brief
e. As activity in regions colored in blue increased, recognition improved in ISI 0 and ISI
cluster was found in TR 1). All maxima (in blue) have BSR≥3.0 and cluster size ≥100

arson correlations between recognition score and BOLD signal were shown to illustrate
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interval (from ISI 0 to 200), leading to successful recognition, is de-
pendent on coordinated activity of a distributed network, including
visual areas (such as right fusiform, right middle occipital, bilateral
superior temporal regions) and domain-general cognitive frontal
areas (such as left anterior cingulate, bilateral middle cingulate,
right orbital frontal, left middle frontal and right precentral gyrus).
Some of this coordinated activity may result from re-entrant inputs
from the higher areas to the primary visual cortex which in turn
would enhance the integration performance for shorter ISIs. Specifi-
cally, for short intervals (ISI 200) the more active the areas of the net-
work were, the better the recognition, similar to the pattern of
activation found for face parts that were presented with no temporal
interval (ISI 0). This time course of temporal integration is commen-
surate with our behavioral findings, namely, that temporal integra-
tion leading to configural face representations can occur for
complex visual stimuli, such as faces, over intervals lasting in the
range of 200–400 ms (Anaki and Moscovitch, 2007; Anaki et al.,
2007).

For longer temporal intervals (ISI 800) and for misaligned faces,
the opposite pattern of results was found, such that the more active
the configural face processing areas were, the worse the performance.
To our knowledge, this is the first demonstration that engaging face
processing areas implicated in configural processing is detrimental
when the input is conducive to analytic or part-based processing.
Consistent with this interpretation is that the results observed in ISI
800 were comparable to those found with misaligned faces which
have been shown to disrupt configural processing, and allow analytic
processes to dominate.

The long interval condition also uniquely involved the parietal
cortex, as identified by task PLS, which was not part of the configural
processing network in behavior PLS. The superior parietal lobule is
implicated in the voluntary allocation of attention to strategic memo-
ry retrieval, and the supramarginal gyrus, part of the inferior parietal
lobule, mediates the automatic capture of attention to salient stimuli
(Cabeza et al., 2008; Ciaramelli et al., 2008). Consistently, the superior
parietal lobule is also implicated in visual imagery of faces and objects
(Ishai et al., 2000), as imagery requires prior knowledge of the stim-
ulus, and the supramarginal gyrus is involved in visual and verbal
working memory. Activation of the superior parietal lobule is associ-
ated with top–down strategic access to memory (Cabeza et al., 2008;
Ciaramelli et al., 2008), and of the supramarginal gyrus, with mainte-
nance of information in working memory (Cohen et al., 1997;
Danckert and Ferber, 2006), consistent with the strategic and part-
based (analytic) nature of face processing in the long interval condi-
tion. Thus, although part-based face recognition is possible when
parts are misaligned or temporally separated by a long interval, it is
not optimal. Significantly, within the configural processing network,
the analytic and configural processing are in mutual opposition. We
return to this point at the end of the discussion.

Regions contributing to temporal integration vs. strategic analysis of
facial parts

Behavior and task PLS results identified several common regions
of activation in the short interval (ISI 0, ISI 200) and long interval
(ISI 800) conditions, respectively. One might think that such common
areas likely reflect processes, or information, that also are common to
these conditions. However, despite these regional similarities, the
overall correlation pattern associated with ISI 0 and ISI 200 in behav-
ioral PLS does not overlap substantially with the set of regions activat-
ed during ISI 800 in task PLS, suggesting types of face processing differ
(e.g., configural for ISI 0 and ISI 200 vs. part-based for ISI 800). For
example, the regions associated with better recognition in the
short-interval conditions are in agreement with previous evidence
for areas implicated in configural face processing. First, activity in
right occipitotemporal regions (fusiform, middle occipital, lingual,
parahippocampal gyri) was predominantly observed in conjunction
with successful recognition of face parts over a short interval, while
the activity increase for ISI 800 was more bilateral (and included
left inferior occipital, left STS). The ROI analysis also showed that ISI
800 yielded greater responses in left FFA but not in right FFA. This
laterality effect fits with an important role of the right occipitotem-
poral cortex demonstrated in spatial integration of individual face
parts into a global face representation (e.g., Harris and Aguirre,
2008; Maurer et al., 2007; Schiltz and Rossion, 2006; Schiltz et al.,
2010). Also, the time course is in the range observed by Cohen
Kadosh et al. (2011) in which transcranial magnetic stimulation
(TMS) over right occipitotemporal cortex can disrupt integration.
Secondly, other areas such as the middle cingulate cortex and right
anterior insula associated with performance in the short interval con-
ditions, coincide with areas previously reported to contribute to con-
figural face recognition (Rotshtein et al., 2007).

Additional areas associated with ISI 0 and ISI 200 were part of the
proposed extended face processing network implicated in perception
of dynamic facial movements (STS), assessment of facial beauty (orbi-
tofrontal cortex) (Gobbini and Haxby, 2007; Haxby et al., 2000a,
2000b), categorical perception of familiar faces (precentral gyrus,
Ramon et al., 2010) and of emotionally expressive faces (precentral
gyrus, Cohen Kadosh et al., 2009). The cluster found in right superior
temporal gyrus by the behavioral PLS was anterior to the pSTS region
conventionally thought to be involved in gaze perception and
changeable aspects of faces (Haxby et al., 2000a, 2000b). Although fu-
ture studies are needed, it is speculated that the anterior parts of the
superior temporal gyrus might receive signals from its posterior part
and play a role in holding features in a temporary buffer to help pro-
cess the facial configuration (e.g., Keysers et al., 2005). The role of left
middle frontal gyrus in face processing is not clear but increased ac-
tivity in the right middle frontal gyrus, as well as the cerebellum, is
found during face recognition (Haxby et al., 1996). Likewise, clusters
in the supplementary motor area were found not only on the left,
where they would be expected in participants responding with the
right hand, but also on the right. Recent evidence indicates that a sub-
set of neurons in the supplementary motor area is involved in percep-
tion but not motor execution (Mukamel et al., 2010).

As the aforementioned areas are known for general cognitive
functions while being activated during face processing, we do not
argue that the configural processing network associated with the
short interval conditions is specific to faces. We note that our study
did not contrast the face integration task with a non-face integration
task but delineated temporal integration areas in the context of con-
figural face processing. Thus far, only one fMRI study investigated
temporal integration of objects (Saneyoshi et al., 2011). They pre-
sented arrays of circles with a short (10, 130 ms) or long ISI
(2530 ms), so temporally integrated representations would not re-
quire configural processing as in faces. The results showed that the
frontoparietal attention network was activated in all conditions
(and to a greater extent in the long ISI condition). Similarly, we
found frontal and parietal areas greatly activated in ISI 800, largely
different from those for ISI 0 and ISI 200. Hence, we are inclined to
conjecture that the network associated with the short interval condi-
tions likely reflect configural processes, crucial for faces, although
whether it is specific to faces is yet to be determined.

While recognition performance was associated with a number of
regions in the short interval conditions, no unique region was reliably
correlated with performance in ISI 800 and MIS. These results cannot
be explained by lack of power because the number of trials after ex-
cluding unknown faces (based on the post-scan test) was equal
across conditions. Interestingly, Rotshtein et al. also did not find any
region showing a correlation between discrimination of featural
change (measured outside the scanner), a part-based process, and
BOLD responses during such stimulus changes. One reason for
such a lack of correlation is that part-based processes might lend
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themselves more easily to a variety of cognitive strategies to support
face recognition in ISI 800 and MIS, unlike the presumably more con-
sistent configural strategy that would be used for the shorter inter-
vals. We also note that visual stimulus processing (without taking
account of behavior) may differ in the two conditions (i.e., temporal
processing in ISI 800 vs. spatial processing in MIS).

Our results indicate that the neural substrates utilized in part-
based face recognition in ISI 800 and MIS (i.e., analytic approach)
were distinct from configural processes used in the short interval
conditions (also see Maurer et al., 2007). It is possible, however,
that these distinct networks draw on information represented in a
common set of structures, with the respective involvement depend-
ing on the cognitive strategy used. This interpretation is plausible in
that the FFA and OFA respond flexibly to different aspects of the
face (e.g., identity, expression, gaze) depending on task demands
(Cohen Kadosh et al., 2009; Ganel et al., 2005). While this may be
true for the FFA proper, which is involved in both configural and
part-based processing (Harris and Aguirre, 2008; Liu et al., 2009),
our results demonstrate that distributed regions associated with the
short interval condition did not encompass the FFA (as discussed in
Section 4.2 and footnote 2) but showed negative correlation with rec-
ognition for the long interval or misaligned conditions. Thus, the use
to which information from a common network is put may depend
on processes mediated by different regions. Moreover, TMS of right
OFA disrupted discrimination of part changes within a face but not
that of spacing between parts (Pitcher et al., 2007), indicating relative
independence of part-based and relational (and possibly configural)
processing.
Incompatibility of configural and strategic processing

Our observation that the regions supporting configural face pro-
cessing operate in mutual opposition with analytic processing may
help explain the interference between perception of concurrently
presented faces and objects (Moscovitch and Klein, 1980; see Exper-
iments 16 and 18 in Moscovitch et al., 1997) especially if the latter
are associated with expertise (Behrmann et al., 2005; Gauthier et
al., 2004; Rossion et al., 2007). A number of interpretations have
been proposed to account for this interference effect, the main one
being that both objects and faces compete for the same perceptual
mechanisms. Our results suggest an alternate, though not mutually
exclusive, interpretation: Insofar as perception of objects is primar-
ily part-based (Biederman, 1987; Hayworth and Biederman, 2006),
processing objects is likely to involve analytic processing which
may inhibit the configural processing regions necessary for good
face identification. It is interesting to note in this regard that
Rossion et al. (2007) found that the interfering effects of processing
objects on the N170, a neural marker of face processing, occurred
only if the two types of stimuli were presented within about
200 ms of each other, the time during which temporal integration
of face-parts occurs in the service of forming a configural represen-
tation. It is the same time course in which TMS over occipitotem-
poral cortex can disrupt integration (Cohen Kadosh et al., 2011).
The greater interference associated with objects of expertise may
arise because such objects are the best activators of part-based pro-
cessing regions, which inhibit or suppress regions associated with
configural processing. Additionally, and in line with the observation
that a common set of regions represents information used for part-
based and configural processing (Cohen Kadosh et al., 2009; Ganel
et al., 2005), it may be the case that different populations of neurons
within the same regions code for the different types of information,
such that activating one set in the service of one task, mutually
inhibits the activation of another set used for the other task. Future
studies using voxel-based pattern analysis may help test this
hypothesis.
Conclusion

We provide the first demonstration of a cortical network that is
associated with recognition of temporally separated face parts over
brief intervals. We found that neural substrates involved were similar
for recognition of faces perceived as wholes (ISI 0) and as integrated
parts (ISI 200) and these regions did not contribute to recognition of
the face whose parts were separated over longer temporal intervals
(ISI 800) or misaligned. It is possible that configural processing of
faces to achieve identification is accomplished by not only concur-
rently processing all facial features that are presented simultaneously
but also by integrating these features across time. In addition to this
type of integration, our study indicates that analytic processes fo-
cused on face parts, though not as effective, can support identification
via other (as yet unidentified) regions that are concerned more with
strategic processing that may vary across individuals. We also show
that activity in the regions supporting configural face processing is
negatively correlated with recognition carried out by strategic and
analytic processing, which may account for behavioral evidence that
configural and analytic face processes interfere with one another
(de Gelder and Rouw, 2000). Thus, the present study has important
implications for models of face and object processing that have fo-
cused mainly on spatial, but not temporal, integration of features to
construct holistic or analytic representations (e.g., Maurer et al.,
2002; Moscovitch and Moscovitch, 2000; Moscovitch et al., 1997).

Supplementary materials related to this article can be found
online at doi:10.1016/j.neuroimage.2012.02.073.
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